
Use men need the soft penis option, and fast.

I would like to see more 3 position poses, as well as breast poses. A Man needs to touch the breasts and kiss them. Thank you
Option to change sex pose without other player explicit agreement.
Role swap for 3some poses.

anklets, foot fetish poses

They have been saying men would have more stuff for years but nothing my sub runs out on 30 days I will not be renewing

Repairing the BAN system which is causing so much bad blood in the game is critical to keeping the great players from giving up on 3DX.
for the clothes : a long sweater ( like a long skirt )
avatar customization: ring, earring
sex poses : More Bisexual poses
I personally have rare issues with crashes and bugs are tolerable, only bug that annoys me is when i see other avatars running into walls while they're actually someplace else
Most of my time is spent in editor and i'd like to ask for either more textures and ability to rotate them (a brick path rotated 30 degrees look like it was made by drunk people) or ability 
to import own textures
I play a fem avatar and would really like some less slutty clothing, skirts up to knees for example
Also selected pose editor, not sure what it is, would be real nice to be able to see poses while in world edit for making custom stuff

would like to have a pose where I kiss and suck on a woman's neck

Improve the slow dance; add a steppin or two step something more than swaying. A line dance or two would be nice. Formal attire for both make and female would be a great addition.

smaller cocks for fem bois
hi :) i am builder, but i feel very limited because the file can't bee to big and this does not let me fully develop my creativity expression.
More clothes would be welcome, because sometimes i feel like i am wearing always the same.
More stickers for customize clothes and i want Rings and ear rings.A kitty tail on moovement may would be ask too much =^.^=
More emphasis on quality, quality and more quality. ALL the recent updates have been totally disappointing in the choice of what had been added and also the quality of the items. For 
example the hair styles recently added are numerous BUT mostly ridiculous in look and fit like bad wigs, but even worse, the colour slider does NOT allow to get the subtle soft gloss 
sheen that was a superb style effect available on the early hair do. Now the slider allows the choice to do three shades BUT all flat / grey effect. A joke really as the quality of the play 
experience goes downhill with every update. Same for stockings. When I first chose to leave utherverse and subscribe to 3DX it was for the high quality, like the black nylon sheer 
stockings with the soft gloss sheen, perfect. BUT since the ridiculous updates these stockings are now NOT a glamorous black but a vapid grey ... yuk! unsexy, unkempt, unwearable.
But hey we now have dozens and dozens of "joke" stockings in hoops and wool and torn and 7 shades of ill matched lace. Useless.
Same issue with the collars. FOUR collars made available "bitch" "whore" "slut".... WHY? for immature adolescent male fantasy for ghetto whore. IF i want a collar i want it to say.. 
"DIVA" "SEX" "BABE" why is this not obvious to the design team? maybe their mind set is for a focus group of depraved immature porn addicts who never flirt and only "cold".
Poses keep getting added that detract from my prefered sexy glamour desires. Why add face slapping, ass licking, throat strangling, crazy acrobat anal sex? NO thanks... yuk! When I 
check the inventory of poses thru Achat, I am confused just how 3DX makes its choices on what to add in updates, especially as they are so limited in making additions. And why oh 
why oh why did the "cumshot" get changed to a man squeeezing out toothpaste from a tube? It used to be a pump and splatter but now it is like a glow worm of squeeeze toothpaste , 
what made the designers do this as an "improvement"? why?
I want several more General Locations. High quality, professionally designed and constructed locations. When I chose to leave rlc for 3DX it was the cinematic feel of "Beach" "yacht" 
"Fresco" that made me want to subscribe. The immersive high quality experience of light and textures was transformational. This is now totally lost and devoid of value with the total 
profusion of "home made" looks-like-lego-with-cheap-garish-colour user build locations. I generally HATE these places and just jump in and straight back out, they feel so ridiculous, 
just as if I was back in rlc. There are some amazing designers, Thamea, Ximez and some others, BUT for the rest, to me it spoils my experience and I have little interest to interact in 
environments that look like bargain basement pirate copy of rlc. I would really appreciate several more cinematic high quality General Locations.
Most of the dance moves added (and there have been a dozen or more) are designed it seems for ONE particular niche setting only. 15 dance mooves for "hosted" techno clubs with 
resident dancers on stage strutting and posing in unison. NONE of the recent dance moves added are for partner interaction like a club where you flirt and engage with sexy chat whilst 
you share the space with someone. Why are all these whims and fancies of "club owners" for exhibition dance moves worked on and added yet nothing for the "bachelorette on the 
prowl"?
IF I had not subscribed using the Christmas special offer, I would probably NOT have re subscribed as the game no longer seems interested in my dreams and fantasies. 3DX seems 
increasingly to accommodate a niche of immature "adolescent" men wanting ghetto whore/porn sex slave experience

Walking as couple

actions in poses (like in achat) would be awesome :)
I think having things like clothes, bodies and hair customizable is a draw for many people. You here the majority say "this place would be perfect if there were more avi choices for 
customizing" Maybe there would be less complaints about bugs if people could customize more.
cock editor for length, thickness, ball size and hanging, curve
soft to hard cock slider
New poses always welcome - Most of us agree about - need more kissing / cuddling pose... so morelike romantic than sex. |Wall pose| - Kissing is very missing - New actions during 
slowdance (neck kissing?:D) new type of Slowdance..
Minigames: it's really cool idea, like Tic-tac-toe and the winner won like 30xgold etc.. similar games like the "volleyball" on the beach - or something naughty :D

There are PLENTY of dance moves; no more of those needed. Women always want more clothes, don't we?
more fashion updates more frequently and more options so that guys and girls can make there characters look more fit, like abs and muscles, also if they wanted to make there character 
look more heavier
Would love the ability to pose with another player where you could then pick them up and move with them - i.e. cradle carry, fireman's carry, dragging by the hair, etc. Also 
customization of the sex moans...or at least auditory options. That is way overdue! Maybe some mini-phrases you could shout out during sex.

More FFF poses please! Also, see if you can have more couples dances in addition to slow dance. Thank you

Speed for Dance Moves

Is there anyway u can make different cock size options please

Diving animation into the sea! It's available on the Yacht and standard Beach, but not in custom rooms. I would be so glad if I could use it on my diving boards "at home"!

I would like body and a pregnancy option where both people have to push a button for it to happen so it is not abused. Pregnancy for men and women.
Hello, your survey is absolutely useless !! Our requests are never taken into account !! I have now been asking for free access to our photos for several months without having to 
transform them into 3D !!
No manager looks on the forums !!
I gave my link to Guismo .. No answers !!
Tell us what our money is for? to pay you a nice vacation? or to improve the game?

New skin textures would be miraculous
1. Optional crosshair when flying in either edit or helicopter mode. It would make flying easier.
2. I'd like to see a backpac (with main and trim colors) and some beach-suitable sandals.
3. Auto-boner has been an issue for years, and we see that some recent poses are relaxed. Recommend a slider or (like the female strap-on) and option for four states. I understand if 
someone at HQ wants to do some social engineering, but give the choice so that the community can decide.

More shoe options. These shoes are like from the 70s.

Dances are awful and weird except 7, 10. Scenic dances 25+ are nice, but they are not for dance floor.

Chest hair , tall and fat , nipples sucking poses .

I would love to have An internal game economy, do people van creatie and Dell, like rooms, cloths, sexy... Maybe also other stuff . Marks the game less game more a 3D world
Piercings,Earrings, Clothes also and more BDSM or Carry Anyone /bend down/knee down and moving with the one. Or Wear Marry rings/weddings rings, Tattos with Owned, Collar 
with Slave . Costum Tattoos with Names on it.. and more.



Ability to disable ever having a real cock. Default to strap-on.

No cock option.


